appendix 1: basic tool guide – ARC

A

rcs in SketchUp are defined by
two end points and a bulge.
Bulge is the length of a perpendicular line drawn from the center
of a line connecting the two end
points. The cursor symbol changes
as you draw, showing one, two or
three points. This may seem odd,
but when you get used to it, it’s
an easy way to add arcs to your
model. Arcs only create a single
edge, a face won’t be created unless
the two end points are connected
by a line or the arc is made on an
existing face. As with circles, arcs
are actually a series of short line
segments.

Arc Tool
▶ Arc with Three Dots Icon
on Toolbar

▶ Keyboard Shortcut “A”
▶ Creates a Segment of a Circle
▶ Cursor for Arc Tool Changes with each Step
of Making an Arc

To make an arc a specific radius, type the
dimension of the radius followed by the letter “R”
after the last click and tap the Enter key. The arc
trailing the cursor will turn to a magenta or cyan
color when the arc is tangent to existing geometry.

To Draw an Arc:
● Click one point to establish the beginning

of the arc.
● Click a second point to establish the end
of the arc.
● Drag the cursor to set the bulge distance.

End point

End point

▲ Arcs are easier to draw on an existing face. Click

▲ … then click again for the second end point. Let
go of the mouse button and …

to establish one end point …
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Arcs are easier to draw on an existing face
rather than in empty space. Without a face for
reference, the last click may drift off-axis, leaving the arc oddly positioned. Guidelines are also

helpful to position an
arc exactly where you
want it.
Arc
Tool

Bulge

▲ The arc being drawn changes color when it is

▲ Drag the cursor away from the line to establish the

tangent to existing geometry.

“bulge” distance.

click on image below to play video ▶ the arc tool
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